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ECT and cerebral atrophy

A COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC STUDY

S. P. GALLOWAY, R. J. DOLAN, R. J. JACOBY AND R. LEVY

The case-notes of 41 elderly depressives who underwent computed
tomography were examined and the ECT history- of each patient
was assessed. No association was found between ECT and global
cortical atrophy or ventricular size, but 2 significant relationship

. • . • • was demonstrated between frontal lobe airophy anc: ECT.
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The possibility that electro-convulsive therapy fECT) has lasting effects on the
brain has frequently been raised. Research has focusscd on the long-term psy-
chological effects of IICT especially with 'regard to memory (Halliday ei al.
(.1968), Suuirc & Cfiacc (1975); U'c-ks el al. U.9*0)l. There is l i t t le information

• about morptrological ..'changes in the brain following ECT in man,-although ani- .
mal studies have showed structural changes "in ne'uroncs and glial cells particu-
larly in the frontal area following electrically induced convulsions (Hanelius
(1952), Fcrraro ei al. (1946)). Computed tomography (CT) offers a non-invasive
way of examining structural changes in vivo. In order to investigate any asso-
ciation between ECT and cerebral atrophy we re-examined the data of Jacobs
& Levy (1980) who looked at the relationship of CT appearance to clinical
state in 41 elderly patients with a primary diagnosis of effective disorder.

METHOD

The patients were 41 consecutive admissions to the psychogeriatric ward of the
Bcthlcm Royal with a primary diagnosis of affective disorder. All 41 case-notes
were traced and re-examined. Two patients with a history of excessive alcohol
intake and one with a history of syphilis were excluded from the analysis. The
case-notes of the remaining 38 patients were examined in order to determine
the presence or absence of ECT in their treatment history and the number of
applications. No patient had received ECT in the 6 months prior to computed
tomography, and none had had a leucolomy or insulin coma therapy. It was
impossible to calculate the exact number of ECTs received in every case as
several patients had been treated at various other hospitals, often many years
earlier. An estimate of the number of treatments was therefore calculated on
the arbitrary basis of eight applications per course of treatment in cases where
there was definite evidence that a course had been administered but the exact
number of applications was not known.
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